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Sponsors and exhibitors are vetted prior to inclusion in the conference based on the benefits and relevance of their products and services

to nutrition and dietetics professionals and their clients. You will receive information from the conference sponsors and exhibitors unless

you contact us by March 5, 2021.

Visit Sponsors and Exhibitors: eatrightmich.org/virtual-exhibit-hall

Before, During, and After the Conference

PLATINUM SPONSOR SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS

SPEAKER SPONSORS

EXHIBITORS

https://eatrightmich.org/virtual-exhibit-hall/


NETWORKING EVENT Wednesday, May 12, 2021

DAY 1 Thursday, May 13, 2021

Are you missing the networking component of conferences during this challenging time when

we are often meeting in a virtual setting? Don’t worry - we have you covered! Join us for a

complimentary virtual networking happy hour event! We will begin by acknowledging our

award recipients and 50-year members, followed by a chance to interact in smaller groups

based on various topic areas. Connect with your colleagues - it will be a great way to get

energized for the dynamic two-day conference that will follow! Check out the virtual exhibits

early, answer the exhibitor quiz, and you will be entered into a prize drawing that evening!

MIAND IS WORKING FOR YOU AND ENHANCING YOUR
CAREER!

Laura Kull, MS, RDN, FAND

Please join us for this presentation on MiAND’s accomplishments and

teamwork benefiting our membership. Our delegate will provide an

update with important information that affects you as a member of the

dietetics profession. Our Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Liaison will

provide updates on issues, progress made, and strategic planning goals.

The MNT bill affects you! Find out more! Important licensure updates will

be presented, the status of our licensure bill, and what it means for you.

6:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. (Eastern Time)

Complimentary Networking Opportunity – Join in and Connect with Colleagues and

Students – Win Prizes!

15 Minute Break and Stretch!
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12:00 P.M. – 1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M. – 1:15 P.M.

Suggested PIs: 3.1,

3.1.7, 3.2.1, 3.2.4,

3.2.6, 8.3.6,

12.1.2, 12.1.4

1 CPEU   CPE Level 1



THE FOOD RIPPLE EFFECT

Clancy Harrison, MS, RDN, FAND

As dietitians, we educate people about eating healthy foods. How many

of us ask if our clients have access to or funds to buy healthy foods? This

should be the starting point for nutrition education. Learn how to revamp

nutrition messaging and build strategic partnerships to help improve the

health outcomes of your clients who may face food insecurity.

15 Minute Break and Strength! Grab your weights!

1:15 P.M. – 2:15 P.M.

2:15 P.M. – 2:30 P.M.

DIETITIAN AND CLIENT BASE MISMATCH: ARE THERE
ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS?

Karen Kelly-Blake, PhD

In this information age, the ways patients gather information about their

health and how they process this information to make decisions, within

the constraints of their particular social context, is of utmost importance.

Dr. Kelly-Blake will explain the value and ethical aspects of shared

decision-making to enhance nutrition adherence goals, help practitioners

understand the constraints of the dietitian and client dyad mismatch, and

address this mismatch with the goal of advancing professional practice.

2:30 P.M. – 3:30 P.M.

15 Minute Break and Cardio! Move around! 3:30 P.M. – 3:45 P.M.

CREATING COMPELLING CONTENT - BREAKOUT A

Sally Kuzemchak, MS, RD

If you create content for articles, a blog, or social media, Sally can help

you! She will explain different ways to start a blog post, article, and

social media post, and how to tailor your content to your target audience.

You will gain new skills to capture your readers, utilizing strong writing

and storytelling concepts.

Sponsored by: Michigan Beef Industry

3:45 P.M. – 4:45 P.M.

Suggested PIs: 1.1,

11.2.7, 12.4

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

Suggested PIs: 1.1,

1.1.3, 1.2, 1.3 

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

Suggested PIs: 1.4,

2.1, 2.1.8, 5.3, 11.4

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2
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BRAIN-GUT AXIS – HOW IT IMPACTS DIGESTIVE
HEALTH – BREAKOUT B

Megan E. Riehl, PsyD, MA

Do you ever wonder what your brain is trying to tell your stomach?

Discover how this communication can impact your digestive health and

mental health. Dr. Riehl will inform how to necessitate the referral to

mental health specialists in the treatment of digestive issues. She will

present the role psychogastroenterology plays in behavioral health

treatments for patients with disorders of the gut-brain and anxiety

related disorders.

Sponsored by: Lifeway

EXHIBITS

Visit Sponsors and Exhibitors on the MiAND Website

Learn about the latest innovations in nutrition and the dietetic practice

from our sponsors and exhibitors.  Review information and resources at

eatrightmich.org/virtual-exhibit-hall. Complete our quiz to be eligible for

prizes before, during, and after the conference. Prize drawings will occur

during the networking event on Wednesday night, at the end of each

conference day, and once after the conference ends.

A RENEWED LOOK AT GLOBAL FOOD CULTURE
CHANGING PRIORITIES, FOOD VALUES AND TRENDS

Janet Helm, MS, RDN

The global pandemic, wildfires, hurricanes, and social unrest have all had

a profound impact on global food culture – changing the marketplace

and influencing what consumers care about. The current landscape has

also triggered a deeper examination of multiple issues – from global

supply chains and food safety to the plight of farmers and the inequities

in food access and healthcare.  Learn more about global food culture

and the implications for RDNs. 

Sponsored by: United Dairy Industry of Michigan

CLOSING REMARKS, PRIZES, 2022 SPRING
CONFERENCE DRAWING

Thursday’s CPE Certificate and Evaluations: Please check your email for

these items.
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3:45 P.M. – 4:45 P.M.

4:45 P.M. – 5:15 P.M.

5:15 P.M. – 6:15 P.M.

6:15 P.M. – 6:30 P.M.

Suggested PIs: 8.1,

8.3, 10.2

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

0.5 CPEU

Suggested PIs: 8.2.1,

8.2.3, 8.3.6

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

https://eatrightmich.org/virtual-exhibit-hall/


DAY 2 Friday, May 14, 2021

LIFE ON PURPOSE: YOGA AND MINDFULNESS AS
SURVIVAL TOOLS

Belinda Thurston, E-RYT 200

Start your morning right with meditation and yoga! Learn how these

techniques can help you through times of uncertainty. Belinda will

guide you toward a path of compassionate communication with

yourself and others and provide suggestions on how to create a

self-care support system so that you have the energy to care for

others.

EXHIBITS

Visit Sponsors and Exhibitors on the MiAND Website

Learn about the latest innovations in nutrition and the dietetic

practice from our sponsors and exhibitors.  Review information and

resources at eatrightmich.org/virtual-exhibit-hall. Complete our

quiz to be eligible for prizes before, during, and after the

conference. Prize drawings will occur during the networking event

on Wednesday night, at the end of each conference day, and once

after the conference ends.

SHORT GUT SYNDROME, CAUSES,
COMPLICATIONS AND TREATMENT – BREAKOUT C

Syed-Mohammed Jafri, MD

If you are a clinical dietitian working in the area of nutrition support,

this is a great opportunity to increase your knowledge of parenteral

nutrition management needed to minimize complications in

intestinal failure. Gain a better understanding of the medical

optimization to prevent the need for surgical intervention. Moreover,

medications used in the management of intestinal failure will be

reviewed. 

Sponsored by: Henry Ford Health System
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8:00 A.M. – 9:00 A.M.

9:00 A.M. – 9:30 A.M.

9:30 A.M. – 10:30 A.M.

Suggested PIs: 2.2.2

3.1.1., 8.2.4

1 CPEU   CPE Level 1

0.5 CPEU

Suggested PIs: 6.2.3,

8.1.5, 8.3.1, 8.3.5,

10.2.2

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

https://eatrightmich.org/virtual-exhibit-hall/


HOW WILL CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECT
AGRICULTURE YIELDS, FOOD SECURITY, AND
HUMAN NUTRITION – BREAKOUT D

David Karowe, PhD

Professor Karowe will discuss how future changes in temperature,

rainfall, and carbon dioxide levels will impact the quantity and quality

of agricultural yields, affecting food security and human nutrition. Two

possible climate futures will be compared: Business as Usual vs. the

Paris Agreement. Personal actions that can help reduce the adverse

impacts of climate change will also be reviewed.

Sponsored by: Sodexo

PLANT-BASED NUTRITION FOR DIABETES –
BREAKOUT E

Meghan Jardine, MS, MBA, RDN, LD, DCES

The interest in plant-based eating patterns has increased dramatically

due to the accumulating evidence demonstrating its effectiveness in

preventing and treating diabetes and other chronic diseases. Meghan

will review the research documenting improvements in body weight,

glycemic control, and lipids for individuals with diabetes undergoing a

plant-based dietary intervention. The effects and key mechanisms of

insulin resistance and inflammation on multiple body systems including

beta-cell function will be presented.

15 Minute Break and Stretch!

EATING DISORDERS AND DISORDERED EATING -
ARE STANDARD NUTRITION MESSAGES
REINFORCING DISORDERED THINKING IN SOME
CLIENTS? – BREAKOUT F

Laurie Fortlage, MS, RD

Disordered eating behaviors can have a lasting impact on the health

and well-being of an individual and yet are promoted and normalized

by our weight loss focused culture. How can dietitians identify clients

engaged in disordered thinking and behaviors that are disguised as

“healthy” eating? Laurie will illustrate how standard nutrition messages

may reinforce distorted and unhealthy practices and identify

alternative techniques, strategies, and messages to stop these

damaging behaviors.

Sponsored by: Rachel Schemmel Endowed Lecture in Clinical Nutrition 6

9:30 A.M. – 10:30 A.M.

10:45 A.M. – 11:45 A.M.

10:30 A.M. – 10:45 A.M.

10:45 A.M. – 11:45 A.M.

Suggested PIs: 3.1.6,

6.2.5, 8.2.3

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

Suggested PIs: 6.2,

8.1, 8.1.5, 8.3.6

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

Suggested PIs: 1.3,

2.1.7, 4.1, 4.1.5, 8.3.7,

9.1

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2



15 Minute Break and Strength! Pick up your weights!

MICHIGAN MADE MEALS

Jenn Fillenworth, MS, RDN

Now, more than ever, consumers are interested in creating healthy

meals at home using local ingredients. Join us for an exciting virtual

cook-along with Chef/Dietitian Jenn Fillenworth, as she leads

participants through a nutritious recipe featuring locally grown and

sustainable products. Jenn will share tips for helping your clients

overcome common cooking barriers to provide healthy benefits to

both their families and Michigan farms.

Sponsored in part by: Michigan Apple Commission and Michigan

Bean Commission 

15 Minute Break and Cardio!

CLOSING REMARKS, PRIZES, 2022 SPRING
CONFERENCE DRAWING

Friday’s CPE Certificate and Evaluation: Please check your email for

these items.

POSTER SESSION: RESEARCH AND NUTRITION

Learn the latest research in nutrition and dietetics from researchers and

students across Michigan in this fast-paced speed meeting virtual

presentation.
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11:45 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.

12:00 P.M. – 1:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M. – 1:15 P.M.

1:15 P.M. – 2:15 P.M.

2:15 P.M. – 2:30 P.M.

Suggested PIs:  8.1,

8.2, 8.3, 8.4

1 CPEU   CPE Level 2

1 CPEU   CPE Level 1



CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION UNITS: UP TO 14 CPEUS

TWO FREE 2022 CONFERENCE REGISTRATIONS

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION DETAILS

Earn 10 LIVE CPEUs during MiAND’s two-day virtual spring conference

educational presentations and 1 CPEU from the virtual exhibits (0.5 CPEU per

day). Additionally, once the event has concluded, you will have the opportunity to

obtain 3 additional CPEUs by watching recorded sessions of the alternate

breakout session that you did not originally attend, for a total of 14 CPEUs from

MiAND’s virtual 2021 spring conference.   

The two-day conference registration includes recordings of each session. You will

receive the recordings after the virtual conference.

All registered attendees will have a chance to receive a free 2022 MiAND Spring

Conference registration! One winner’s name will be drawn and stated at the

conclusion of each day’s conference. The winner must be present on the call and

acknowledge their presence.

Register early and save $$

MiAND Active Members

MiAND Retiree, Dietetic

Intern or Student

Non-Michigan Academy

Members

Non-Members

A D V A N C E D

R E G I S T R A T I O N

( F E B  5  –  M A R  1 5 )

S T A N D A R D

R E G I S T R A T I O N

( M A R  1 6  –  A P R  1 6 )

L A T E

R E G I S T R A T I O N

( A P R  1 7  –  M A Y  1 2 )

$135

$55

$170

$210

$155

$70

$190

$230

$185

$100

$220

$260

R E G I S T R A T I O N

C A T E G O R Y

*The conference registration fee is non-refundable 8



TO REGISTER:

Visit our registration page at eatrightmich.org.

Payment: All major credit cards or PayPal are accepted.

NOT AN ACADEMY MEMBER?

Save by joining the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics NOW for the remainder of

the current 2020 — 2021 membership year and all of the 2021 – 2022

membership year with membership valid through May 31, 2022. If you would like

to attend the conference at the member-only rate, you must join the Academy by

Wednesday, April 7, 2021. Go to eatrightPRO.org/Join or call the Academy

Member Service Center at 800/877-1600, ext. 5000 (Weekdays, 8 a.m. – 5 p.m.,

Central Time). Be sure to mention promo code MI21, and the $25 application fee

will be waived. 

CONTRIBUTIONS

MNDI CONTRIBUTION

If you wish to contribute to the Michigan Nutrition & Dietetics Institute (MNDI)

student scholarship fund, please add $10.00 to your total in the online registration

process. This is tax-deductible.

PAC CONTRIBUTION

The Michigan Academy Political Action Committee (PAC) is your voice to help elect

candidates and re-elect legislators who understand and support dietitians’

interests. PAC contributions keep Michigan dietitians visible in Lansing and provide

us a seat at the table to discuss issues that are important to you.

If you would like to donate to the MiAND PAC, please go to 

eatrightmich.org/political-action-committee.
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https://eatrightmich.org/events/spring-conference-2021/
http://www.eatrightpro.org/Join
https://eatrightmich.org/political-action-committee/


OPEN CALL FOR POSTER PRESENTATIONS

Friday, May 14, 2021 1:15 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.

Learn the latest research in nutrition and dietetics from researchers and students

across Michigan in this fast-paced speed meeting virtual presentation. The top

three presenters (1st - $100, 2nd - $75, 3rd - $50) will be announced after the

conference. Submit an abstract through Qualtrics at

https://msu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_eRuq5jinEMTJG7j by April 23, 2021.

Authors will be notified by April 30, 2021, if selected to present on Friday, May 14,

2021. Email questions to wilcoxd4@msu.edu.

10

https://msu.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_eRuq5jinEMTJG7j
mailto:wilcoxd4@msu.edu


SPEAKER BIOS
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JENN FILLENWORTH, MS, RDN

Jenn is the Executive Chef and Registered Dietitian with Root Functional

Medicine located in Grand Rapids, Michigan. She specializes in creating

food as medicine by utilizing local Michigan ingredients with global flavor

profiles.

LAURIE FORTLAGE, MS, RD

Laurie is the Dietitian for the Michigan Medicine Comprehensive Eating

Disorders Program. She has specialized in the area of eating disorders for

30 years in a variety of clinical settings, and finds it an honor and a

privilege to help clients and families find peace with nourishing their

bodies and reengaging in meaningful life.

CLANCY HARRISON, MS, RDN, FAND

As a Registered Dietitian, TEDx speaker, international speaker, and

author, Clancy Harrison challenges the way food insecurity is approached

in the US. Her mission to demolish the stigma around healthy food access

places her on the cutting edge of advocacy. Clancy is the founder of the

Food Dignity® Project, a strategic program for leaders who want to shift

how they approach nutrition outreach by making healthy food access a

priority. She transforms the lives of thousands of people through her work

with corporations, non-profit organizations, and universities. Currently,

Clancy is an advisory board member for the Pennsylvania American

Academy of Pediatrics Food Insecurity EPIC program, Ambassador of the

National Dairy Council, and the President of the Al Beech West Side Food

Pantry.  Since the onset of COVID-19 Clancy has distributed over 2 million

meals in her community to improve access to healthy food through

effective collaborations.  You can tune in weekly with Clancy at The Food

Dignity® Podcast.
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JANET HELM, MS, RDN, EVP

Janet is a Registered Dietitian and culinary professional who provides

strategic counsel to a variety of food and beverage clients, including

food and agricultural organizations and some of the world’s best-loved

food brands. In her 25 years with Weber Shandwick, Janet has worked

alongside the U.S. Department of Agriculture on multiple federal

marketing orders and has extensive knowledge of nutrition and food

policy. She is a cookbook author and long-time nutrition blogger who has

been a leader in the intersection of food, nutrition, and social media.

Janet is experienced at leveraging scientific research, changing

entrenched attitudes, and engaging food and nutrition influencers. 

SYED-MOHAMMED JAFRI, MD

Syed-Mohammed Jafri, M.D. is a Gastroenterologist and Transplant

Hepatologist at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit. He was born in Niagara

Falls, NY and raised in Detroit, Michigan. His education includes

Residency in Internal Medicine at The Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

Gastroenterology Fellowship at the University of Texas and Transplant

Fellowship at the University of Michigan. He has been at Henry Ford

Hospital for nine years with roles during that time including Associate

Professor of Medicine, member of the Institutional Review Board for

research, Fellowship Director for Gastroenterology and Transplant

Hepatology, Medical Director for Intestine and Multivisceral

Transplantation, and part of the medical student mentorship program. His

research includes hepatology, transplant, and intestinal rehabilitation.

MEGHAN JARDINE, MS, MBA, RDN, LD, DCES

Meghan is a registered dietitian and certified diabetes care and

education specialist. She specializes in plant-based nutrition for

diabetes. Mrs. Jardine works PRN as a clinical dietitian providing medical

nutrition therapy for Parkland Health & Hospital System in Dallas, Texas.

She is the editor of the Educator’s Corner for Practical Diabetology and

serves on the editorial board of Diabetes Spectrum. Meghan enjoys

cooking at the local soup kitchen and is currently transitioning to a new

career as an apple farmer in Maine. This presentation is sponsored by the

Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine.



DAVID KAROWE, PHD

David Karowe, a Professor of Biological Sciences at Western Michigan

University, received his B.S. in Biology from Harvard University and his

Ph.D. in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology from the University of Michigan.  

David teaches courses about the causes and consequences of climate

change, conducts research on the effects of rising atmospheric CO2 on

plants and higher levels in the food chain, and directs national

undergraduate and graduate training programs in climate change

research. Over the course of his career, David has received numerous

grants from the National Science Foundation, U.S. Department of

Agriculture, and Department of Defense in support of climate change

research and training activities.  He has also published many scientific

papers, given over 150 public climate change talks, and received several

teaching awards.
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KAREN KELLY-BLAKE, PHD

Dr. Kelly-Blake, PhD is an Associate Professor, Medical Anthropologist and

Health Services Researcher in the Center for Ethics and Humanities in the

Life Sciences and the Department of Medicine in the College of Human

Medicine at Michigan State University. Dr. Kelly-Blake’s current research

interests include shared medical decision-making, decision aid

development and implementation, clinician communication skills training,

and more recently, medical workforce policy and development. Her

publications examine the utility of shared decision making in colorectal

cancer screening, the sustainability of mHealth tools, i.e. texting, to

improve medication adherence for patients with diabetes and heart

disease in FQHCs, and the problematizing of expectations for

underrepresented in medicine to serve the underserved.  Please see her

most recent Bioethics in the News Blog—The Burden of Serving: Who

Benefits? 

https://msubioethics.com/2019/07/18/burden-of-serving-kelly-blake/
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LAURA KULL, MS, RDN, FAND

Laura Kull is the current Michigan Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

(MiAND) President, and an Assistant Professor and Director of the

Nutrition and Dietetics Program at Madonna University. She holds a BS in

Dietetics from Michigan State University and a MS in Human Nutrition

from University of Michigan. Her areas of interest include food system

sustainability, community nutrition, and food insecurity. Laura has served

previously on the Board of the Michigan Academy of Nutrition and

Dietetics, the Michigan Nutrition and Dietetics Institute, and the

Southeastern Michigan Dietetic Association. 

SALLY KUZEMCHAK, MS, RD

Sally is a Registered Dietitian and author. She blogs at

RealMomNutrition.com, a “no-judgments zone” all about feeding families.

An award-winning reporter and writer, Sally has been published in nearly

20 magazines including Prevention, Health, Family Circle, Eating Well,

Fitness, Ladies’ Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, Parenting, and Shape.

She’s a Contributing Editor to Parents magazine and a Contributor to

WebMD and the author of two books.

MEGAN E. RIEHL, PSYD, MA

Dr. Riehl is a GI psychologist and Assistant Professor of Medicine who

specializes in psychogastroenterology and anxiety related disorders. She

is the Clinical Director of the GI Behavioral Health Program at the

University of Michigan. At Michigan Medicine, Dr. Riehl has a robust

clinical practice, conducts research in the area of

psychogastroenterology, and offers a state of the art GI psychology

training program in the form of a formal post-doctoral fellowship or brief

trainings for mental health providers. She is the Director of Behavioral

Health Services and Support for Gastro Girl, INC and GI OnDemand. Dr.

Riehl participates in several national committees dedicated to research

and education to enhance the psychosocial functioning of patients with

gastrointestinal problems.



BELINDA THURSTON, E-RYT 200

Belinda Thurston, she/her/they, is an AfroAsian writer/speaker/presenter

on mindfulness, trauma healing, and social justice. She is passionate

about the role yoga can have in the social justice movement and toward

healing generational wounds. She created Michigan’s only full-time

donation-based yoga community outreach, Just B Yoga, in 2010. She

focuses her work with marginalized communities through public service

agencies and nonprofits, as well as programs through the studio. Belinda

is trained in tai chi, meditation, yoga, special needs, trauma-informed

yoga, 12-step yoga, restorative justice. She has spent the last 20 years

practicing and sharing her skills and finding ways to pull them all together

to serve the community.

15
 



50 YEAR MEMBERS

CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Jeanne K. Harrison, MPH, RD

Mary F. Hodge, RD

Karlyn A. Probst, BS, CLC

Ann M. Twork, MS, RDN

Conference Chairpersons:

Julie Poole MS, RDN Conference Chair

Heather Dover MS, RDN Conference CoChair

Conference Planning Committee:

Kristin Baird, MS, RD, CNSC, FAND

Diane Delhey, MS, RDN

Emily Holysz, Dietetic Student

Laura Kull, MS, RDN, FAND

Eileen Mikus, MS, RD, CDE
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Poster Chairpersons:

Dawn Earnesty, PhD, RDN, Chair

Kate Kloss, RDN, CDCES, CoChair

Award Chairpersons:

Shannon Stover, MS, RD, Chair

Antigone Senn, RDN, CoChair

Conference Coordinator:

Susanne Consiglio, RDN

Conference Brochure Designer:

Mindy Carmack, MSU Dietetics Senior 
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View the entire MiAND Board of Directors at

https://eatrightmich.org/about/board-members/

Conference Planning Committee Continued:

Jodi Nemeth, RDN

Shari Steinbach, MS, RDN

Terry Weiderman, MSN, DTR

Sarah Woodside, MS, RD

Elizabeth Zaebst, Dietetic Student

https://eatrightmich.org/about/board-members/


For questions, contact Susanne Consiglio, RDN, Michigan Academy Executive Director 

at 586.774.7447 or mda.execdir@sbcglobal.net.

eatrightmich.org

mailto:mda.execdir@sbcglobal.net

